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Dear Brother State Presidents, Vice Presidents and National Coordinators 
Sai Ram 
As you all may recall during Shivaratri this year we had a detailed meeting with all 
the respective activity heads and the SP's of all states.  
Details of the action plan was discussed in Prashanti Nilayam in the presence of 
the respective heads and the action plan duly conveyed to all SP's and SVP's 
I would like to connect with each state separately on a conference call. The 
attendees at the conference will be the State president, Vice President, the State 
Service and Spiritual Coordinators both gents and Mahilas, youth coordinators 
and all individual activities in charges in the state to know the action taken so far 
and their preparedness with what was discussed and the way forward. 
  
Therefore in the forthcoming concall with each state I expect all above persons of 
each state to participate and let me know the action taken and your level of 
preparedness. I hope the respective State presidents have appointed activity in 
charges to take the programmes forward.  I will have the National coordinators 
also on the concall so that each of them can put forth their view points and also 
the expectations.  The major activities planned and discussed in Prashanti 
Nilayam is attached herewith for your ready reference. 
 
 We will start the conference call from Tuesday evening from 6pm to 8pm. My 
office will contact each SP to fix the day of your convenience and also forward you 
a Google sheet which will list the data required from all concerned. 
 
I hope to see you all at the State Conference call. 
 
Loving Regards 
Yours in His Service 

Nimish Pandya,  

All India President  
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